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KEY POINTS: 

 Oil rallies on Persian Gulf tanker attacks 

 CAD follows oil higher in reversal of yesterday’s moves 

 Swiss franc rallies as the SNB sounds less concerned than feared 

 Boris firmly in lead so far in UK Conservative Party voting  

 A$ falls as odds of RBA cut rise on soft jobs report 

 Foreign investment into China is suffering after controlling for the yuan 

 Peru unlikely to follow Chile’s surprise rate cut 

 Canadian home prices little changed 

 US claims, import prices are distractions ahead of tomorrow’s retail 

sales 
 

INTERNATIONAL 

Flaring geopolitical risk is focused upon attacks on tankers in the Persian Gulf. It 

is impacting markets by igniting oil prices, taking petro currencies like CAD up 

with them, and feeding demand for safe havens like Treasuries and the Swiss 

franc. The latter is also benefiting from a less concerned than feared SNB (see 

below). RBA rate cut odds got a boost and the A$ got hit by a jobs report that was 

soft in terms of underlying details. Chinese foreign direct investment is only 

holding up due to yuan weakness in a valuation effect on the flows; when 

converted back to USD, China’s inflows are suffering. The UK Conservative Party 

takes a first step toward picking a new leader today. Peru’s central bank is 

unlikely to follow Chile with surprise easing today. The US and Canadian 

calendars are lightly populated today ahead of US retail sales tomorrow. 

 Oil prices are up by about US$2 on balance for both WTI and Brent. They 

needed some help after negative US inventory reports showed large builds 

yesterday. ‘Help’ came through attacks upon tankers in the Persian Gulf. 

 The USD is flat on balance and on a DXY basis, but this is masking several 

large movements. The A$ is the weakest major cross (jobs, see below) while 

CAD is among the strongest (oil) and the Swiss franc is leading the pack as 

the Swiss National Bank didn’t signal stronger intervention risk (see below). 

The C$ has been following oil very closely yesterday and today after both oil 

and CAD sold off yesterday afternoon and both rallied this morning (see 

chart).  

 Sovereign bond yields are generally catching some support because of safe 

haven demand but also ahead of the Fed next week following yesterday’s US 

ON DECK FOR THURSDAY, JUNE 13 

Country Date Time Indicator Period BNS Consensus Latest

CA 06/13 08:30 New Housing Price Index (m/m) Apr -- 0.0 0.0

US 06/13 08:30 Export Prices (m/m) May -- -0.2 0.2

US 06/13 08:30 Import Prices (m/m) May -- -0.2 0.2

US 06/13 08:30 Initial Jobless Claims (000s) JUN 8 215 215 218

US 06/13 08:30 Continuing Claims (000s) JUN 1 1680 1668 1682
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CPI print. The US Treasury curve is about 1–2bps lower across most maturities with Canada’s curve performing similarly. 

Yields on gilts are rallying by 3–4bps across maturities. Italian debt spreads over German 10s are about 8bps tighter. 

 Stocks are higher with energy leading gainers. US equity futures are up by about ¼% to ½% with the Nasdaq leading the way. 

TSX futures are up by just under ¼%. European cash markets range from flat (Paris) to up by about ½% or a little more (Dax, 

Milan). 

The A$ is the worst performing major currency to the USD on the back of a soft underlying tone behind the Australian 

jobs report. While the headline job gain was 42,300, it was almost all because of part -time jobs that were up by about 40k. 

That’s the second month in a row in which this happened given an upwardly revised 43,100 jobs that were created in April (from 

28,400 initially) and entirely driven by 43,400 more part-time jobs. The unemployment rate was unchanged at 5.2% (5.1% 

consensus) and the participation rate ticked up to 66%.  

Is foreign direct investment into China only holding up because the yuan has depreciated? Upon first glance, FDI into 

China grew by 8.5% y/y in May and so the overnight release suggested resilience in foreign appetite for investment in China’s 

economy. The headline figures that hit the wires are denominated in yuan terms, however, and so movements in the currency 

need to be controlled. Higher investment flows in yuan terms because the currency is ‘cheaper’ hardly counts. For instance, the 

USD appreciated by almost 8% y/y versus the yuan in May, the yen was up by over 8% to the yuan and the euro was up by 2%. If 

the FDI figures are converted to USD, then growth in FDI into China evaporates (see chart). 

After Chile’s surprise rate cut, will Peru follow through with a surprise of its own when Banco Central de Reserva del Peru issues 

its policy decision at 7pmET? Consensus is unanimous toward a hold at 2.75% after May CPI climbed to 2.7% y/y with core at 

2.6% and in the upper end of the 1–3% target range. 

The UK Conservative Party delivered the first round of voting results to choose its new leader. As expected, Boris Johnson was 

way out in front with 114 votes that put him well ahead of Michael Gove in second place with 37 votes. Three candidates were 

eliminated in this round which is more than had been anticipated. Each of Leadsom, Harper and McVey are gone. The list will be 

narrowed down to two final candidates through successive votes from next Tuesday through Thursday. A final postal ballot to 

choose one of the two finalists will occur on June 22nd and the results will be announced the week of July 22nd. Boris Johnson is of 

course the candidate to beat but where the remainder of the votes consolidate will preserve the drama throughout next week. 

The Swiss franc rallied to lead the pack against the USD as markets perceived the Swiss National Bank’s policy 

communications to be less concerned about the currency’s appreciation than feared. SNB President Jordan continued to 

depict the franc as “highly valued” instead of expressing greater concern over the magnitude of the recent gains. The franc has 

appreciated by just under 3% to the USD since early May as global uncertainty increased and safe haven crosses like the franc 

experienced higher demand. 

UNITED STATES 

The US calendar is fairly quiet today before it heats up again tomorrow when retail sales for May land. Higher vehicle prices should 

support the headline tally, but the focus will be upon core sales ex-autos and gas following weakness the prior month.  

US import prices fell by a slightly faster rate of -1.5% y/y (-0.3% prior, -1.2% consensus) but this is a relatively minor inflation 

gauge after yesterday’s dovish CPI report (recap here). Weekly jobless claims slightly increased to 222k from 219k the week 

before but remain little changed over recent weeks on balance. Next week’s release for this week’s tally will matter somewhat 

more as it will cover the nonfarm reference period which is the pay period including the 12th of each month. 

CANADA 

Canada will have a minor focus upon housing markets over the rest of the week. Tomorrow’s existing home sales tally for May will 

follow a large 3.6% gain the prior month and today’s new house price index for April was flat again (+0.1% y/y). See the 

accompanying chart for updated builder and repeat-sale existing home price movements with the latter due for a May update next 

Wednesday. 
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Source: Bloomberg. All quotes reflect Bloomberg data as at the time of publishing.  While this source is believed to be reliable, Scotiabank cannot guarantee its accuracy. Source: Bloomberg. All quotes reflect Bloomberg data as at the time of publishing.  While this source is believed to be reliable, Scotiabank cannot guarantee its accuracy. 

Fixed Income

Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk

U.S. 1.87 1.88 1.88 1.86 1.87 1.88 2.10 2.12 2.12 2.60 2.62 2.61 Canada - BoC 1.75

CANADA 1.43 1.45 1.38 1.37 1.39 1.33 1.48 1.49 1.46 1.74 1.75 1.74

GERMANY -0.68 -0.68 -0.65 -0.60 -0.60 -0.58 -0.24 -0.24 -0.24 0.36 0.37 0.36 US - Fed 2.50

JAPAN -0.20 -0.19 -0.20 -0.22 -0.22 -0.23 -0.11 -0.11 -0.12 0.37 0.34 0.41

U.K. 0.58 0.61 0.54 0.61 0.65 0.59 0.83 0.87 0.83 1.43 1.47 1.41 England - BoE 0.75

CANADA -44 -43 -50 -48 -48 -56 -63 -63 -66 -87 -87 -87 Euro zone - ECB 0.00

GERMANY -255 -256 -253 -245 -247 -247 -235 -236 -236 -225 -225 -225

JAPAN -206 -207 -208 -208 -209 -212 -222 -223 -224 -223 -227 -221 Japan - BoJ -0.10

U.K. -129 -127 -134 -124 -122 -129 -128 -125 -129 -118 -115 -121

Equities Mexico - Banxico 8.25

1 Day 1-mo

S&P/TSX -0.1 0.2 Australia - RBA 1.25

Dow 30 -0.2 2.7

S&P 500 -0.2 2.4 New Zealand - RBNZ 1.50

Nasdaq -0.4 1.9

DAX 0.4 2.4

FTSE 0.1 2.9

Nikkei -0.5 -0.8 Canada - BoC Jul 10, 2019

Hang Seng -0.1 -4.4

CAC -0.0 2.1 US - Fed Jun 19, 2019

Commodities

WTI Crude 3.9 -12.9 England - BoE Jun 20, 2019

Natural Gas -0.7 -9.6

Gold 0.1 2.7 Euro zone - ECB Jul 25, 2019

Silver 0.6 -0.0

CRB Index 1.2 -1.3 Japan - BoJ Jun 20, 2019

Currencies

USDCAD -0.2 -1.2 Mexico - Banxico Jun 27, 2019

EURUSD 0.0 0.6

USDJPY -0.0 -0.8 Australia - RBA Jul 02, 2019

AUDUSD -0.2 -0.4

GBPUSD 0.0 -2.0 New Zealand - RBNZ Jun 25, 2019

USDCHF -0.2 -1.3
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